
MADE in GERMANY
Privat facility,  SMART • Brown

Patio decks,
privacy shields,
soundproof fences
and façades

Valid from January 1st, 2018

We create your favourite spots!



Welcome to our NATURinFORM world! 

To help you feel really happy and completely safe in your favourite spot out- 
doors, we have been developing highest quality decks made of wood composite 
materials for more than 20 years. What makes our products, which are manu- 
factured in Germany, exceptional, is the combination of around 70 % domestic 
wood with an environmentally friendly polymer.

It’s your choice! There are 12 honeycomb or massive deck profile models and  
23 colour options available, meaning that we offer the most extensive range of 
wood composite premium patio decks and other products made in Germany.  Let 
the pleasant wooden look and feel, the positive material features, and the simple 
laying technique convince you. There is a bundle of joy inside its quality, which 
you can feel, and that will remain visible for a long time.

New this year are the POPULAR massive, with general building inspectorate  
approval for more planning security and expanded application areas, as well as 
the UNIVERSAL SLAT, which can be used with the posts of our two privacy  
shields, EFFECTIVE and FLEXIBLE. We also have numerous new accessories 
in our product range, such as, for example,  the Cladding border panel, made of 
stainless-steel the insertion aid for our new joint profile tube, and the 
Connector for the underlying construction.  

In the last six years alone we have delivered over 10 million metres of patio 
decks for your favourite spots. As a member of the Quality Group Wooden 
Composite (Qualitätsgemeinschaft Holzwerkstoffe e.V., Gießen), we place value 
 on continual quality and stress tests.   

Look forward to feeling good and savour a higher quality of time and life in 
and around your favourite spot!

Yours,

Horst Walther
Founder and Managing Director
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What exactly is wood composite made by NATURinFORM and how is it produced?

The wood composite made by NATURinFORM is a material combination that has been pro- 
duced and used for more than 20 years – especially for areas outdoors. It is made up of a 
combination of wooden fibres and an environmentally-friendly, thermoplastic binding agent. 
Products made of NATURinFORM’s wood composite are extruded, i. e. both components 
(wooden fibres and thermoplastic binding agent) are melted under pressure and tem-
perature, and are pulled into an endless strand. 

What are the most important advantages over traditional wood?

Thanks to its many good features, our wood composite enhances our products and therefore 
also your outdoor areas in the long term. An even, beautiful wooden look that is extremely 
low on maintenance is what makes it special. You can even forget about extra coating or 
varnishing. Of course we produce all profiles and accessories only from wooden fibres from 
sustainable forestry (certified wood suppliers according to PEFC – www.pefc.de). 

P.S.  Have a look at our homepage www.naturinform.com.  
 There you can find all our newest information and 9- laying films.

MADE in GERMANY

OUR MARKET VALUES 
Expertise and competence

Feel the comfort with our wood composite material:

 splinter-free
 permanently beautiful with an elegant wooden look
 easy to lay and low on maintenance (no coating or oiling), which saves time and money
 wood from sustainable forestry
 no tropical wood (certified wood suppliers according to PEFC)
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Private facility, NATURELINE, Graphite grey
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NATURELINE
Solid multi-coloured deck

Modern materials. Living tradition. The innovative NATURE-
LINE translates all the beauty of wood and offers a visual, hap-
tic experience. An innovative new process gives the WPC solid 
deck surface a colour gradient with a natural appearance, as 

well as an individual grain and surface structure. Each deck is 
a unique item. NATURinFORM is the first German manufactu-
rer to provide a solidly extruded and completely dyed multi- 
coloured deck of this premium quality in its range.

   Oak brown Amber brown    Chestnut brown    Graphite grey

Format Height 21 mm, width 139 mm
Surface Wooden grain, brushed or finely   

striated
Standard lengths 3 m / 4 m / 5 m / 6 m
Special lengths From 2 m to 13 m at extra charge
Requirements 1 square metre consists of  

ca. 7 metres of patio decks
Weight ca. 3.2 kg/m

Private facility, NATURELINE, Amber brown

NATURLINE, Graphite grey



Privatobjekt 
DIE KERNIGE, mit Holzmaserung Grau

Castle gardens Moritzburg, ROBUST, Brown
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ROBUST
Massive deck

Feel the elegant atmosphere on a beautiful deck surface. The 
style of this deck reminds one of the romantic feeling of mild
nights and twinkling stars. ROBUST’s grain is just like wood, in-
viting you to celebrate on a stable and beautiful patio. Quiet re-

Private facility, ROBUST, Grey

laxation or loud happiness. A favourite spot which invites you 
to indulge. This massive deck is ideal for favourite spots which 
have rounded surface ends or if you desire harmonic tran-
sitions to the garden. They just simply do not splinter or tear.

Format Height 21 mm, width 139 mm
Surface Wooden grain, brushed or finely   

striated
Standard lengths 3 m / 4 m / 5 m / 6 m
Special lengths From 2 m to 13 m at extra charge
Requirements 1 square metre consists of  

ca. 7 metres of patio decks
Weight ca. 3.2 kg/m

        Brown                   Grey                    Anthracite



Private facility, POPULAR massive, Anthracite

POPULAR massive

with general building
inspectorate approval

TESTED &
APPROVED
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POPULAR massive

with general building inspectorate approval

The POPULAR massive is, as the name says, a massive deck that
has provided a relaxed, leisurely atmosphere on numerous
patios and balconies for many years. The fact that it can 
now also be used as a regulated building product following
approval will certainly increase its popularity even more. 
As a specialist for wood composite systems “Made in Germa-
ny”, we have received general building inspectorate approval
(no. Z-10.9-484) for our POPULAR massive patio deck. The German 
Institute for Construction Technology in Berlin (Deutsches 
Institut für Bautechnik - DIBt) has granted approval for the 

first time to a wood composite material (also called WPC)
without the approval referring to a connected covering. We
are very pleased with the approval from the DIBt because
this means that our patio deck can be laid as a load-bearing
fl oor in outdoor areas without any restrictions – even in
public buildings. For our customers, this means a great deal
of planning security, and it expands the application areas
to balconies, roof terraces, loggias, stairs, and stair landings
without any extra measures to protect against falling through.
For us, it is also proof of our excellent product quality.

Format  Height ca. 25 mm, width ca. 138 mm
Surface finely or widely striated and brushed
Standard lengths  ca.  4 m / 6 m
Special lengths  From 2 m to 13 m at extra charge
Special lengths  1 square metre consists of  
 ca. 7 metres of patio decks
Weight  ca. 3,6 kg/m

POPULAR massive, Grey

        Brown                   Grey                 Anthracite

5

NEW

Important: Laying must be done according to the approval regulations! Details can be found on www.naturinform.com



Gutshof Liepen, POPULAR, Grey 
Cladding in sun yellow
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POPULAR
Honeycomb profile decks plus and massive decks select 

You are looking for a comfortable patio with an appealing 
look? Then we can recommend our deck POPULAR select.   
select NATURELINE-Edition is now newly available, enabling 
you to choose from all of NATURELINE’s colours for POPULAR 
select. Modern material. Lively tradition. NATURELINE’s colours 
convey all the beauty of wood and offer a visual and sen-
sual experience. Our selectNATURELINE-Edition combines 
NATURELINE’s colours in a sophisticated wooden look with  
the elegant wavy surface of our select ranges. An innovative  

POPULAR plus, Brown

POPULAR select NATURELINE

    Oak brown            Amber brown       Chestnut brown   Graphite grey

pro-cedure ensures a natural colour gradient. That and 
NATURELINE’s individual grain and surface structure in com- 
bination with the POPULAR select patio deck’s surface create a 
harmonious full picture. Every deck is unique. Stress resistance 
and sophisticated wooden look are joined together in our select 
NATURELINE-Edition. This patio deck gives your favourite spot 
an atmosphere of elegance and at the same time coziness, 
inviting you to step up and rest. You can choose between a 
wavy, slightly brushed surface, or a finely striated structure.

POPULAR plus honeycomb profile deck

      Natural         Brown Black brown          Grey                    Stone grey             Anthracite            

POPULAR select massive deck

      Natural         Brown Black brown          Grey                    Stone grey             Anthracite            

Format Height ca. 27/26 mm,  
width ca. 138 mm

Surface Honeycomb profile deck plus

finely or widely striated, unpolished
Massive deck
wavy structure or finely striated,  
slightly brushed

Standard lengths 3 m / 4 m / 5 m / 6 m
Special lengths From 2 m to 13 m at extra charge
Requirements 1 square metre consists of  

ca. 7 metres of patio decks

Honeycomb  
profile deck plus Massive deck

Weight ca. 2.35 kg/m ca. 3.5 kg/m



RATIONAL select, Titanium grey
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RATIONAL   
select

Massive deck

Are you looking for a high quality surface for your outdoors 
area? Then RATIONAL select with its wavy and slightly brushed 
surface is ideal for you. The select NATURELINE-Edition is 
now newly available, which enables you to choose from all of 
NATURELINE’s colours for RATIONAL select. Modern material. 
Lively tradition. NATURELINE’s colours convey all the beauty 
of wood and offer a visual and sensual experience. Our select 
NATURELINE-Edition combines NATURELINE’s colours in a 
sophisticated wooden look with the elegant wavy surface of 
our select ranges. An innovative procedure ensures a natural 
colour gradient. That and NATURELINE’s individual grain and 
surface structure in combination with the RATIONAL select 

     Brown         Grey                 Titanium grey         Anthracite 
      

   Oak brown Amber brown    Chestnut brown   Graphite grey

RATIONAL select NATURELINE

RATIONAL select

RATIONAL select Amber brown

patio deck’s surface create a harmonious full picture. Every 
deck is unique. Stress resistance and sophisticated wooden 
look are joined together in our select NATURELINE-Edition. 
With a width of around 24.4 cm and a cutting length of 2 to 
13 metres, the large format deck is ideal for larger outdoor 
areas, such as patios, roof gardens, or even school playgrounds, 
and swimming pool sites. Thanks to the reduced amount 
of seams it is possible to create a closed and architecturally 
exquisite full picture. RATIONAL select can be used on both 
sides, meaning that you can choose your surface. Either the 
new wavy and slightly brushed surface, or the traditional block 
stripe structure. 

Format Height ca. 21 mm, width ca. 244 mm 
Surface Finely striated slightly brushed or  

brushed block stripes
Standard lengths 3 m / 4 m / 5 m / 6 m
Special lengths From 2 m to 13 m at extra charge
Requirements 1 square metre consists of  

ca. 4 metres of patio decks
Weight ca. 5.3 kg/m



Castle hotel Monrepos, Ludwigsburg, COMPACT, Grey
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COMPACT
Honeycomb profile deck, Honeycomb profile deck plus

and Massive deck

Our newly developed deck COMPACT plus combines function-
ality with an elegant wooden deck look which tempts you 
to stay. It is classically finely striated and slightly brushed on 
the one side and has wide block stripes (slightly brushed and 
stamped) on the other side. With this natural looking surface 
structure COMPACT plus invites you to relax and feel good. 
Choose between the exclusive colours walnut brown, to create 
a cozy and warm atmosphere, and elegant granite grey for a 

COMPACT, Brown

       Brown            Grey                   Anthracite

COMPACT plus honeycomb profile 

Walnut brown Graphite grey

COMPACT honeycomb profile, massive deck

modern appeal. Both chosen colours were especially developed 
for COMPACT plus. It is possible to lay the decks – as with all 
NATURinFORM decks – without visible screws. COMPACT plus 
has the advantage of a lower mounting height, as it is only 
around 21 mm thick, which is very positive, for example, when 
renovating and needing to take every millimetre into 
consideration.

Format Height ca. 21 mm, width ca. 139 mm
Surface Honeycomb profile deck plus

Finely striated or brushed block stripes, 
slightly brushed on both sides 
Massive deck
Finely striated or brushed block stripes 

Standard lengths 3 m / 4 m / 5 m / 6 m
Special lengths From 2 m to 13 m at extra charge
Requirements 1 square metre consists of  

ca. 7 metres of patio decks

Honeycomb  
profile deck plus Massive deck

Weight ca. 1.8 kg/m ca. 3.2 kg/m



SMART, Grey
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SMART
Zero degree deck

A smart solution for effortless longevity.  Our new optical zero 
joint SMART deck is a product we developed that is especially 
easy to look after. Due to a slight curve, water can automati-
cally run off and the patio can be laid out without an incline.
Its surface supports this effect and thus prevents rain or 
cleaning water collecting on the patio. Thanks to the stone 

      Brown           Grey                    Anthracite

impression the surface of our Zero degree deck is, as all our 
decks, non-slippery and barefoot friendly. SMART combines 
a low weight with the advantages of a high-quality massive 
deck, ensuring high stability. It is available in our popular 
colours brown, grey and anthracite. Create your stressless 
favourite spot – it’s time to just sit back and relax!

SMART, Anthracite

Format Height ca. 19 mm, width ca. 140 mm
Surface Stamped surface, unpolished
Standard lengths 3 m / 4 m / 5 m / 6 m
Special lengths From 2 m to 13 m at extra charge
Requirements 1 square metre consists of  

ca. 7 metres of patio decks
Weight ca. 2.7 kg/m

SMART, Anthracite



River crossing / foot bridge in Eschweiler, STRONG, Brown
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STRONG, Brown

STRONG
Bearing deck / Massive deck

Are you looking for a really stable floor surface that doesn’t 
need a complicated underlying construction? Do you want it 
to look natural?  Then let our new load-bearing deck STRONG 
work for you. Its height of 38 mm means that this massive 
deck is extremely strong and can be used most diversely, for 
example as a floor surface for stairs, marinas, pergolas or 
patios. STRONG is a great option for covering larger gaps 
– without needing an underlying construction. The deck is 
optically convincing thanks to its natural wooden grain and is 

       Brown           Grey                    Anthracite

available in brown, grey and anthracite. Its appealing surface 
is available slightly brushed, or finely striated, thereby looking 
both natural, but also highly up-market. The decks are attached 
according to our manual ‘Screwing’ (the patio deck screw 5.5 
x 80 mm stainless steel must be used). The gap between the 
decks is between 7-8 mm. Thanks to the wooden composite 
material the load-bearing deck is not only splinter-free, but 
also extremely low on maintenance and is therefore highly 
suitable for your favourite spot outdoors.

Format Height ca. 38 mm, width ca. 140 mm
Surface Slightly brushed or finely striated with 

wooden grain
Standard lengths 4 m
Requirements 1 square metre consists of ca. 7 metres 

load of bearing decks/massive decks
Weight ca. 6.2 kg/m



Kindergarden, POPULAR, Sea blue
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NATURINFORM COLOUREDITION
as a honeycomb profile deck and massive deck

Sometimes you have to add a little colour. Whether to place a little highlight here or there, or 
simply to create spring or summery moods. Our Colouredition gives you a wide range of design 
options for your patio areas: For example, you can integrate colour highlights, mark walkways, 
match open areas to the architecture, or, for business premises, integrate your corporate design. 
And in educational establishments, coloured open spaces can help create optimistic and 
inspiring learning environments. With our Colouredition, we are riding the zeitgeist and have 
brought colour into focus. You have a choice of 10 colours, from 100m² (per colour). Customized 
colours and solutions are available upon request. Create your own personal colour scheme for 
your favourite spot.

     Natural                Black brown         Titanium grey        Cream white

Lemon yellow           Sun yellow    Brick red               Moss green          Forest green  Sea blue

Kindergarden, POPULAR, Sea blue

Available for:  
POPULAR plus / select  

RATIONAL select

SMART 
CREATIVE (p. 26).



Overlapping base profiles
A minimum of 2 decks' 
widths or directly screwed
only one deck's width

Plastic pad
60x60x3 mm
60x60x10 mm
EPDM black
Minimum 6-8
per square metre 

Cork pad
70x70x3 mm
70x70x10 mm
cork, self adhesive
Minimum 6-8 per 
square metre
BAC-free, useable directly 
on PVC, unplasticized

Cork underlay
for swivel feet
250x250x3 mm, cork
BAC-free, useable directly 
on PVC, unplasticized
 

Special screw
5x60 mm, hardened stainless steel

V2A or V4A
To attach covers or the border profiles

(It is not intended to be completely
screwed to patios)

Joint profile tubes
and Insertion aid 
for efficient and
even mounting
ø 14 / 18.5 mm
(like plastic)
fitting to the
decks (keep at 
least 8 cm
building height)

Edge board
68x15 mm, Length 4 metres
For mounting underneath the decks
To cover the underlying construction
Color-matching the patio decks
Distance from the edge of the board
to the last deck 1 cm

When
overlapping gap

between the
base profiles

maximum 10 cm

Overhang
at the border
and to fixed
building parts
maximum 5 cm  

Distance to fixed
building parts (each side)

depending on deck and
frame length:

 

Distance between 
the base profiles
for all honeycomb profile
decks and massive decks
maximum 40 cm
 

Slant of 1.5 % - 2.0 % (Exception: SMART - also 0% is possible here) 

Wall of the building 
Always lead rainwater away from the building wall
at a degree of a minimum of 1.5% to 2.0%
 

High-adjustable
swivel feet
Can be fully adjusted 
small 2.5-4 cm
(Foot diameter 10 cm)
Medium with click function:
 3.5-6 cm 
(Foot diameter 15cm)
Large XL with click function: 
7-17 cm
(Foot diameter 21 cm)
Approx. 6 per
square metre 
Adapter for 
height-adjustment
swivel foot large XL

Corner cover - ALU 
35x30 mm
Length 2.70 metres
Upper surface striated
countersunk

Base profile WPC 
40x60 mm / 20x40 mm*
Length 4 m
per square metre minimum
2.5 metres for the underlying
construction maximum 5 cm
Overhang of open base profile
above the swivel foot 
(20x40mm for special usage 
on  stable underground with 
plastic pads each maximum 
20cm) 
* for special constructions only

System profile, aluminium
with stainless steel bracket
and ALU-connecting piece 
30x39 mm, length 4 metres
for each square metre a 
minimum of 2.5 metres
high-quality profile for the
underlying construction
– can span max. 0,8 metre 
For crossing lengths of up 
to 3 m and clean surfaces we 
recommend the 
ALU-bearing-system

Plant fleece 
1,6 x 10 metres 
To prevent undesired growth

Beginning / End bracket 
Stainless steel, black
To fix the first and last deck
to the base profile Set of 
10 with stainless steel screws

WPC patio deck
COMPACT / COMPACT plus approx. 139 x 21 mm

NATURELINE/ROBUST approx. 139 x 21 mm
POPULAR plus/POPULAR select approx. 138 x 27 mm

RATIONAL select approx. 244 x 21 mm
STRONG approx. 140 x 38 mm

SMART approx. 140 x 19 mm
Gaps between two decks approx. 7–8 mm

Requirements per square metre:
COMPACT / COMPACT plus, NATURELINE, ROBUST, POPULAR plus / POPULAR select, STRONG, SMART: 
approx. 7 metres of decks, approx. 16 brackets / screws and a minimum of 2.5 metres base profile
RATIONAL select:  approx. 4 metres of decks, approx. 11 brackets / screws and a minimum of 2.5 metres base profile

Stainless steel bracket
Stainless steel / V4A
black, per square metre
approx. 16 / 11 pieces
Laying set (sufficient 
for approx. 6 / 8-9
square metres)
Consisting of: 
100 x stainless 
            steel brackets
100 x stainless 
           steel scrwes
     1 x bit
     1 x laying aid

End cap WPC
Colour-matching finish for the

honeycomb profile decks,
also as a protection against water

 
Distance between

the height-adjustable
swivel feet

Or concrete slabs with
plastic pads under the

base profile 40x60 mm
approx.  50- 65 cm

for  3.00 m approx.  1.0 cm
for  4.00 m approx.  1 .5 cm
for  5.00 m approx.  2.0 cm
for  6.00 m approx.  2.5 cm

Subsurface 
10 cm compressed drainage (gravel / grit)
or stable subsurface (e.g. already existing patio tiles)

Glue
to support cover cap 

attachment with
honeycomb profile decks
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ACCESSORY SYSTEM
For quick and safe mounting

Your area should keep you happy permanently. That starts with simple mounting. Just 
like with a puzzle we can offer you detailed solutions as accessories with processing tips. 
It is really important to make sure the decks are laid properly according to the producer’s 
processing manual using our accessory system to ensure long-term durability. The current 
version is available at “service / downloads” at www-naturinform.com, as well as laying 
manuals and 9 laying films. 

We can put together precise packages with our fitting accessories and commission or deliver 
these for your construction site or favourite spot .

Our newest  brochures,  
informations, objects 
and films can be found
on our homepage
www.naturinform.com



Private facility, CREATIVE xl, Graphite grey
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Are you looking for a façade system that is durable, 
weatherproof and easy to look after? Would you like your 
façade to look both natural and stylish? Then our new product 
CREATIVE is just the thing for you.
Our massive rhombus strips made of our quality wood 
composite are now being used with our façade systems for 
new and already existing buildings. The strips which are 
available in a size of 99 mm or 66 mm and a standard length 
of 4 or 6 metres can be laid both horizontally and vertically. 

CREATIVE xl | small

Rhombus strips

Private facility, CREATIVE xl, Graphite grey

They are available in the exclusive colours oak, amber, chestnut 
brown and graphite grey, as well as in all our special colours 
on request. CREATIVE is not only optically appealing thanks to 
its patented, individual wooden grain with a natural looking 
surface. It is also resistant to weathering and UV radiation 
and extremely low on maintenance and easy to look after. In 
combination with suitable insulation, the rhombus strips can 
be used as a ventilated cladding façade system.

Format xl:

small:

visible height ca. 90 mm,  
height ca. 103.3 mm,  
thickness ca. 18 mm
visible height ca. 57 mm,  
height ca. 70 mm,  
thickness ca. 18 mm 

Covered width xl:
small:

ca. 99 mm
ca. 70 mm

Distance between 
attachments

Max. 60 cm

Surface Wooden grain, slightly polished
Standard lengths 4 m / 6 m
Special lengths At extra charge

Requirements xl:

small:

1 square metre consists of ca. 
10 metres
1 square metre consists of ca. 
15 metres

Weight xl:
small:

ca. 1.9 kg/m
ca. 1.15 kg/m



CREATIVE small and xl, Graphite grey

Colours & sizes

Special colours available on request (from 30 m2 up).

      Nature        Brown               Black brown             Anthracite         Titanium grey                Grey

Cream white        Lemon yellow         Sun yellow      Brick red              Moss green          Forest green        Sea blue

xl

small
ca. 18 mm

ca. 57 mm
ca. 66 mm Deckmaß

ca. 18 mm

ca. 90 mm
ca. 99 mm Total width

CREATIVE small and xl, Amber brown

   Oak brown  Amber brown    Chestnut brown Graphite grey

Our façade CREATIVE is now also available in size „small“ with a covering measurement of 66 mm. The new, thin version 
can cleverly be combined with our standard „XL“ version, thereby opening up a large range of creative options.
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Corners and connection options

There are different ways to create corners:

Internal corners & external corners for variable angles
Façade corners with mitre cuts:
The strips are cut at an angle, strictly according to measure. 
Enabling a flexible adaption to any building’s shape and size.
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NEW
Façade corner Cladding border panel

Façade corners of stainless steel:  
Using our easy-to-mount stainless steel corners as well as 
the new cladding border panel you can achieve an optically 
clean and elegant transition to the strips. This solution means 
that you can save material, too (approx. 5 cm per strip), as 
well as have a robust corner option.  The façade profiles are 
cut at an angle of 90 degrees. By using façade corners made 
of stainless steel you can save time mounting the panels.



       Brown   Titanium grey           Anthracite  
  

FLEXIBLE
Privacy shield and Noise protection

You desire a place to relax and withdraw from day to day 
life? Our new privacy shield FLEXIBLE creates favourite spots 
in which you can sink into  relaxation completely. FLEXIBLE 
not only protects you from prying looks, but also helps you 
to enjoy acoustic peace. Special insulation provides better 
noise protection, screening off annoying sounds from the 
outside. FLEXIBLE consists of aluminium posts and slats 

FLEXIBLE, Titanium grey

that are striated on both sides which can be easily slotted 
in above one another. It is possible to adjust the posts by 10 
cm to each other, meaning that you can flexibly adapt them 
to the surroundings. FLEXIBLE can be equipped with window 
modules made of stainless steel or acrylic glass, and a garden 
gate is also available. Our new privacy shield is available in the 
colours brown, modern titanium grey and anthracite.

26 db
DLR

Noise prevention*

*R  =  26 dB 
corresponds to Category B3  

of noise protection according  
to DIN EN 1793-2

Format inner elements Width ca. 175 cm, height ca. 180 cm 
Surface Unpolished, with ornamental grooves
Colours Brown, Anthracite, Titanium grey
Posts Aluminium posts as ground anchor or 

ground post for bolting to the floor

Possible options for the posts.
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FLEXIBLE
Privacy shield and Noise protection

EFFECTIVE
Privacy shield

Our EFFECTIVE privacy Shield is our range’s bargain offer, 
opening up a large variety of options. Thanks to its modular 
set-up you can choose any height or width you would like. As it 
is available in the colours brown, titanium grey and anthracite 
in combination with an aluminium post as a ground post 
or with a concrete slab onto which it is attached, it can be 

used in many different ways. Corners can be combined with 
FLEXIBLE posts. EFFECTIVE uses slot and key profiles that can 
easily be attached onto one another and are thereby adjus-
table both in height as in width. Using decorative elements 
made of stainless steel or acrylic polymer (simple or triple size 
of a slat) EFFECTIVE adapts to your personal requirements.

EFFECTIVE, Titanium grey

       Brown   Titanium grey           Anthracite  
  

Corner post and ground post

Format inner elements  Width ca. 175 cm, height ca. 180 cm
Surface ungebürstet  mit Ziernuten
Colours Braun, Anthrazit, Titangrau
Ground post Aluminium post as ground anchor or   
 ground post for bolting to the floor
Corner post Aluminium post as ground anchor



UNIVERSAL SLAT
... for different uses

 Privacy shield available in brown, titanium grey, anthracite

 Available as DIY-kit, but also in individual parts

 Durable with an elegant wooden look: Surface unbrushed  
 and with decorative grooves

 No painting, no oiling

  Additional window modules available

Universal-Lamelle, Braun

Our universal slat in the colours brown, titanium grey and 
anthracite has been specially developed for a wide variety 
of applications. It can be used with the posts of our two pri-
vacy shields, EFFECTIVE and FLEXIBLE - also when combined 
together. The universal slat provides noise protection in 
combination with the FLEXIBLE posts (certified sound insu-
lation of 26 dB, which corresponds to category B3 airborne 
sound reduction according to DIN EN 1793-2). To break up the 

surface, acrylic or stainless-steel window modules can be 
used. In keeping with the latest trend, the universal slat can 
also be flexibly connected with gabions, using a separate 
aluminum sidebar - let your creativity run free! The universal 
slat generally has to be supported twice over a length of 
4 meters and must not have any contact with the ground.  
A slat without a key is available as a border profile.

Brown Titanium grey Anthracite
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NATUR IN FORM WISHES  
... you a lot of enjoyment with your favorite spot!

Popular massive, Anthracite



What exactly is wood composite made by NATURinFORM? 
The wood composite made by NATURinFORM is a material com-
bination made of 70 % wooden fibres of pine and spruce, ca. 30 % 
food-safe PE, UV stabilizers and colour pads. Due to the high per-
centage of wood the product acts like such, with changing colour 
caused by weathering.

What are the advantages?
Our decks made of wood composite are non-slippery and barefoot 
friendly - without splinters or tears. Life quality is already raised 
by its easy maintenance. You can save time, work and money, as 
annual oiling or painting is unnecessary. Special lengths from 2 m to 
13 m are possible. 

Colour development
In order to make the wood fiber visible the surfaces of NATURin-
FORM productions are consciously roughened for certain products. 
The surfaces of the terrace boards that may be used on both sides 
have anti-skid fluting. The boards are designed either as cubicle 
boards or as solid boards.

Like a good wine our products also require time to mature in order 
to achieve the highest quality.

In general all of our products go through a maturation process that 
is induced by light, air, sun and humidity. As a result of the different 
weather conditions in the respective settings the nature of the 
wood fibers is then transformed through patination from the origi-
nal fresh color to the matured board. This change in color continues 
depending on weather conditions and the place of assembly. Due to 
the high wood content the product behaves similarly to the natural 
product when it comes to a change in color. Different weathering, 
e.g. through partial roofing of the surface, may result in a different 
color development.

NATURinFORM products are natural, weatherproof and stable in 
form – without oiling, coating or polishing. NATURinFORM WPC is 
a nature building material and is remarkable for its high wood fiber 
content. In production this means that we process a quality that is 
as even as possible. However, fluctuations in the high-quality raw 
material may nevertheless result in differences in color when diffe-
rent batches are installed. This does not affect the durability and is 
therefore not a reason for complaint. Please note that the shades of 
our ColourEdition decks can change slightly due to weathering and 
natural maturing processes. This is because of the high percentage 
of wood, which, as a natural product, can change its colouring.

Example: Patina formation on brushed and fully weathered boards.

Requirements per square metre:
for ROBUST, COMPACT, COMPACT plus, POPULAR, POPULAR select, 
POPULAR  massive, STRONG you require ca. 7 decks, 1 m each, ca. 2.5 
m base profile, and ca. 16 stainless steel brackets with screws; for 
RATIONAL select ca. 4 decks, 1 m each, ca. 2.5 m base profile, and ca. 
11 stainless steel brackets with screws. Swivel feet: Depending on 
load-bearing necessity: max. 6 pieces per square metre. 
 
References:
Aribo Hotel, Erbendorf / Poolterrasse, SchlossStrand Erlangen / Be-
sucherterrasse, Bruderwald hospital, Bamberg / Vinothek Michael 
Schroth, Grünstadt-Asselheim / palace garden Moritzburg, Zeitz / 
Residential complex Am Kavierlein, Fürth / Speedway race track, 
St. Johann/Pongau, Austria / Marina, Finkenwerder near Hamburg 
/ PUMA Vision headquarters, Herzogenaurach / Königsbad fun 
and sports pool, Forchheim / Hjorthoj Stibro pedestrian bridge in 
Denmark / Roof garden, cinema in Papenburg / Parkhotel Resi-
dence, Bad Wörishofen in the Allgäu / ‚Atrium‘ residential area in 
Kelsterbach / Hotel Sonnenhof, Zell am Ziller in Austria / Vineria 
Nuremberg / swimming pond in Nabburg / swimming pool Forch-
heim and many other sites you can find on our homepage www.
naturinform.com.
 
Recycling
Our guarantee to take back products
We are proud to be able to offer you a completely environmentally 
friendly, sustainable, quality product. In our production procedure 
we only use wood fibres from suppliers that have been awarded the 
PEFC-mark. These are wood products from sustainable forestry, that 
maintains ecological standards. With the fulfillment of the high 
quality standards of the Qualitätsgemeinschaft Holzwerkstoffe, the 
certification of our NATURinFORM WPC decking profiles confirms, 
besides our technical safety, the health innocuousness, and the 
environmentally safe characteristics of our products.

Within the scope of our production processes we are also able to 
recycle our WPC products, to feed them back into our production 
process, and use these in an environmentally friendly and susta-
inable way. We will gladly take back our original NATURinFORM 
WPC products when you deliver them to our plant in Redwitz an 
der Rodach, Flurstrasse 7, after checking the product is clean, free 
of charge. As this taking back is not an obligation that is legally 
actionable, but a voluntary and non-binding take-back option, we 
recommend that you, should you wish to give us back used WPC 
products, get in touch with us beforehand to discuss, so as to ensu-
re smooth handling of the transfer.

By bringing back used NATURinFORM WPC products you support 
our production procedure using sustainable materials. By your 
ecologically-aware behaviour you are supporting an environmen-
tally-friendly product cycle. 

recently laid after a few days after 3-6 months

INTERESTING FACTS
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Are there tested characteristics?
As a member of the Qualitätsgemeinschaft Holzwerkstoffe e.V. 
Gießen, NATURinFORM GmbH is a driver for secured quality produc-
tion. The resulting high demands thereof are  tested internally on a 
daily basis, and regularly also at external testing institutes with ex-
tremely good results. Our wood composite material quality consists 
to 100 % of German wood fibres with the PEFC-certification and the 
binding agent used is freshly produced PE.

PEFC-certified
The HW-Zert GmbH, of PEFC Deutschland e. V. , hereby confirms 
that NATURinFORM GmbH uses a company monitoring system 
that conforms with the Chain-of-Custody-Requirements for PEFC 
programmes for the Endorsement of Forest Certification according 
to the German standards PEFC D 1003:2013 ‚Produktkettennachweis 
für Holzprodukte - Anforderungen‘ German translation of the In-
ternational PEFC standards PEFC ST 2002: 2013 in the currently valid 
version (see here also www.pefc.org).

Resistency inspection against wood-destroying fungi - Durability 
Class 1 (very durable). In the area process engineering wood materi-
als at the Fraunhofer-Institut for wood research Wilhelm-Klauditz-
Institut WKI, Braunschweig, in February 2012 the resistancy of our 
wood composite decks were tested in accordance to DIN/TS 15534-1 
(2007) or DIN ENV 12038 (2002) respectively. The evaluation took 
place according to testing wood (DIN CEN/TS 15083-1) with the 
result - Durability Class 1 - very durable.

Evaluation non-slippery - DIN 51130 and DIN 51097
Our brushed deck surfaces are especially non-slippery - even when 
wet - and therefor very suitable for public areas (swimming pools, 
kindergardens, hotel patios, etc.). In individual cases the following 
test results were achieved with the TÜV Theinland / LGA:

  COMPACT (honeycomb profile and massive deck) according to  
       DIN 51130 block stripes R 13 (highest level) / finely striated R 12; 
  ROBUST / NATURELINE according to DIN 51130 finely 
  striated R 11 / wood grain R 12; 
  POPULAR select according to DIN 51130  
  finely striated R 10 / wavy wood grain R 11;   
  RATIONAL select according to DIN 51130  
  wavy wood grain R11 / block stripes R 13; 
  STRONG according to DIN 51130  
  wood grain / finely striated R 12
  EXKLUSIVE according to DIN 51130  
  embossed on one side, matte R 11

Test ‚Safety of Toys Part 3: Migration of specific elements‘ - DIN EN 
71-3:1994
The Fraunhofer-Institut for wood research at the Wilhem-Klauditz-
Institut WKI, Braunschweig, tested COMPACT in February 2013 for 
‚Safety of toys‘. The test report confirms that the tested material is 
within the limits for ‚Safety for Toys - Part 3: Migration of specific 
elements‘ according to DIN EN 71-3:1994.

Evaluation fire behaviour - Class E
The ift Rosenheim GmbH tested POPULAR for its fire behaviour 
according to DIN EN 13501-1 with the result Class E. This is very 
comparable to wood. 

Environmental product declaration according to ISO 14025 and EN 
15804  
EPD from the Institut Bauern und Umwelt e.V. (IBU). ‚Together with 
the VHI we are committed to sustainable building from EPDs for 
WPC patio decks and WPC facade elements at the IBU‘. (Verband 
der Deutschen Holzwerkstoffindustrie e. V.)

Disposal, future, environment
NATURinFORM produces exclusively with the food-safe and fresh 
plastic PE and with a PEFC-certified wood percentage of ca. 70 %. 
Used products from wood composite with a wood percentage of 
more than 50 % are classified as old-wood AII (Old wood regulation 
§2 No.3 - status October 2012). This means that they are accepted 
with old wood and recycled. Cutting leftovers can therefore easily 
be disposed of in normal household waste.

Laying / Assembly manuals
Laying manuals on the internet and extensive instructions show 
how important it is to lay the decks according to the guidelines. 
The adherence to the assembly manual for the privacy shield and 
the laying manual for the decks are the basis for the guarantee that 
we provide. You can find and download these laying and assembly 
manuals  at www.naturinform.com.

Maintenance and care
Cleaning NATURinFORM products is absolutely uncomplicated 
using water. Slight dirt can easily be brushed off with a hose and 
broom or scrub. If there is more dirt it is possible to use a high pres-
sure cleaner (not a steam cleaner) with a maximum of 80 bar, from 
a distance of at least 20 cm the the floor deck. Because of the poly-
mer particles our wood composite products are simple to maintain.

Painting or oiling to extend its life expectation is unneccessary. 
With difficult stains, such as fat or soot, please use our specially 
developed biologically degradable cleaning agent.

Guarantee
We will give you a 5-year-guarantee on the material characteristics 
of NATURinFORM wood composite products in writing.
Details on the guarantee can be found on our homepage.

einseitig 
geprägt,
matt

6/2018



Strandbad, Rodgau  
COMPACT, Brown

Private facility, Schnittger, 
Creative xl, Graphite grey

PUMA Vision Headquarters, Herzogenaurach, 
POPULAR, Anthracite

We create your favourite spots!
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